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SQL: The Complete Reference, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The Most Comprehensive SQL Resource Available
Get in-depth details on all the powerful features and capabilities of SQL inside this one-stop guide. Featuring broad coverage of every aspect of this leading database language, this book provides you with an overview of SQL then shows you how to retrieve and update data, program with SQL, use...
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Expert .NET Micro FrameworkApress, 2008
The Microsoft .NET Micro Framework is a small and efficient .NET runtime environment used to run managed code on devices that are too small and resource constrained for Windows CE and the Compact Framework.
Expert .NET Micro Framework will teach you everything you need to know in order to use the .NET Micro Framework to create effective...
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Macs All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Welcome to the wonderful world of the Mac! Whether you’ve just decided to switch from Windows or you’ve been using a Mac for awhile and want to take advantage of all its bells and whistles, Macs All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies is the perfect guidebook to Mac land.
    You probably already know that Macs were made for...
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Little Green Data Book 2004World Bank Publications, 2004
In its 3rd annual edition, The Little Green Data Book 2004 is a pocket-sized ready reference on key environmental data for over 200 countries. Key indicators are organized under the headings of agriculture, forestry, biodiversity, energy, emission and pollution, and water and sanitation.
Profiles of each country include 48 key development...
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Techno Security's Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics: A Comprehensive HandbookSyngress Publishing, 2007

	Complete coverage of e-discovery, a growth market, from the people that run the TechnoForensics annual tradeshow.

	

	This book provides IT security professionals with the information (hardware, software, and procedural requirements) needed to create, manage and sustain a digital forensics lab and investigative team that can...
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Learning Flex 3: Getting up to Speed with Rich Internet Applications (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
How soon can you learn Adobe Flex 3? With this book's unique hands-on approach, you will be able to tinker with examples right away, and create your own Rich Internet Applications with Flex within the first few chapters. As you progress, you learn how to build a layout, add interactivity, work with data, and deploy your applications to either the...
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ASP Made Simple (Made Simple Programming)Made Simple, 2003
ASP Made Simple provides a brief introduction to ASP for the person who favours self teaching and/or does not have expensive computing facilities to learn on. The book will demonstrate how the principles of ASP can be learned with an ordinary PC running Personal Web Server, MS Access and a general text editor like Notepad.
After working through...
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Policy-Based Network Management: Solutions for the Next Generation (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Policy-Based Network Management (PBNM) systems enable business rules and procedures to be translated into policies that configure and control the network and its services.  Those who manage network systems are aware that this approach can benefit both network management as well as the development of applications that use network services; however,...
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Numerical Computing with IEEE Floating Point ArithmeticSIAM, 2001

	Are you familiar with the IEEE floating point arithmetic standard? Would you like to understand it better? This book gives a broad overview of numerical computing, in a historical context, with a special focus on the IEEE standard for binary floating point arithmetic. Key ideas are developed step by step, taking the reader from floating point...
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Click: What Millions of People Are Doing Online and Why it MattersHyperion, 2008

	What time of year do teenage girls search for prom dresses online? How does the quick adoption of technology affect business success (and how is that related to corn farmers in Iowa)? How do time and money affect the gender of visitors to online dating sites? And how is the Internet itself affecting the way we experience the world? In...
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Open-Source ESBs in ActionManning Publications, 2008
Most modern business systems include independent applications that exchange information with each other-a technique usually called enterprise integration. An architectural approach called the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) offers developers a way to handle the messages between those independent applications without creating a lot of custom code....
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SAP PS FAQ: SAP Project Systems Interview Questions, Answers, and ExplanationsEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for S A P PS Consultants  SAP PS Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP PS is the future for projects activity in SAP -- but  finding resources can be difficult . SAP PS Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From helping  you to...
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